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Abstract 

The need to measure the performance of nonprofit boards has been recognised for over 30 years primarily because of the 
direct relationship between board performance and organisation performance but also because identifying management 
strengths and weaknesses across a range of performance factors forms the basis for an effective management development 
programme. The results of past studies are generally inconclusive leading to a lack of consensus as to which is the best 
approach. The objective for this study was to demonstrate that a heuristic methodology does produce an acceptable, 
approximate solution to the measurement of individual management performance in a nonprofit board. Testing established 
that the heuristic model produced a satisfactory solution and was able to provide a detailed assessment of management 
strengths and weaknesses across a wide range of factors. Analysis of the results obtained from a sample of nonprofit board 
members provided clear evidence that management skills, management experience, relevant knowledge and commitment are 
key competencies for nonprofit board members. A direct, positive relationship between age and management performance 
was also identified. 
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1. Introduction

For nonprofit organisations (NPOs), research has established that there is a positive relationship between board 
performance and organisational performance (McDonagh 2006; Nicholson, Newton and McGregor-Lowndes 
2012; Willems, Huybrechts, Jegers, Weijters, Vantibborgh, Didee and Pepermans 2012). The implication of this 
finding is that improving the performance of the board will lead to improvement in the performance of the 
organisation but to improve their performance, nonprofit management teams need actionable information that 
will enable them to identify their strengths and weaknesses (McDonagh 2006; Nicholson, Newton and 
McGregor-Lowndes 2012). There have been many attempts over the past 40 years to develop a technique that 
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can provide a solution to the problem of measuring nonprofit management performance but the results are 
generally inconclusive leading to a lack of consensus as to which is the best approach (Herman 1990; Moxham 
2010; Taysir and Taysir 2012). There is no agreement on the factors associated with management performance 
(Alexander, Hearld and Mittler 2011) and there is no consensus that one performance measurement model is 
better than another. Current techniques produce results that have not been rigorously tested to validate the 
reliability of their measurement of performance (Heiberg and Bruno-van Vijfeijken 2009; Herman and Renz 
2002) and the findings from one study sometimes do not support the findings of another study (Barnard and 
Lesirge 2012; Bhardwaj and Vuyyuri 2005; Cornforth 2012; Holland, Chait and Taylor 1989; Ostrower and 
Stone 2010). There is also a positivist orientation evident in the current approach (Cornforth 2012), looking at 
how well the board as a whole carries out their responsibilities. The result is a lack of focus on management 
weaknesses and individual board member competencies. However, there is agreement that the problem is 
complex and a large number of factors have been identified as being associated with nonprofit management 
performance. 

 
2. Problem Statement 

Researchers have been trying to develop a technique for measuring management performance in a nonprofit 
organisation for more than 30 years. Traditional, analytical techniques have failed to find a solution that has 
broad acceptance. 

 

3. Research Questions 

Does heuristic methodology provide an acceptable, approximate solution to the measurement of management 
deficiency in a nonprofit organisation? 

 
4. Purpose of the Study 
 
The purpose of this study was to identify the factors that contribute to management performance in an NPO and 
measure the level of deficiency in those factors using a heuristic methodology. The objective was to build a 
heuristic model that will measure individual management deficiency and produce an assessment of management 
strengths and weaknesses for the board members of nonprofit organisations. 

 

5. Research Methods 
 
It has been established that, in a situation where a problem involves a large number of variables with the 
relationship between them unknown and no solution can be found by traditional methods, a heuristic approach 
may provide an acceptable, approximate solution (Gilli and Schumann 2012; Satoglu, Durmusoglu and Ertay 
2010; Tempelmeier and Buschkuhl 2009). This situation can be applied directly to the present state of research 
into the measurement of nonprofit management performance. Therefore it was logical to adopt a heuristic 
approach to find a solution to this long standing problem. 

NPO management performance has a number of dimensions so it was necessary to decide which dimension 
should be measured. The evidence suggests that most NPO failures are the result of inexperienced, weak 
management (Productivity Commission 2010). In other words, management deficiencies are the primary cause 
of NPO failures. It was noted in the introduction that nonprofit management teams need actionable information 
that will enable them to identify their strengths and weaknesses (McDonagh 2006; Nicholson, Newton and 
McGregor-Lowndes 2012). For NPOs, these findings place a measure of importance on identifying management 
deficiencies and working to address those weaknesses. Consideration of the points raised above led to two 
conclusions. Firstly, the focus should be on management deficiency as the ability to measure that dimension of 
management performance would provide the greatest benefit to NPO management teams. Secondly, the 
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actionable information needed to address management deficiencies requires a focus on individual board member 
competencies and personal attributes. 

5.1.  Identifying Factors Associated with Nonprofit Management Performance 

A review of the literature and interviews with NPO board members led to the identification of seven main 
responsibilities of a board: 

1. Achieve the objectives set out in the mission statement (Alexander, Hearld and Mittler 2011; Bagnoli and 
Megali 2011; Epstein and McFarlan 2011; Forbes 1998; Herman and Renz 2002; Mwenja and Lewis 2009; 
Sawhill and Williamson 2001).  
2. Oversee financial control (Epstein and McFarlan 2011; Forbes 1998; Green and Griesinger 1996; Harrison 
and Sexton 2004; Langabeer and Galeener 2007; Productivity Commission 2010; Taysir and Taysir 2012; 
Tucker 2010).  
3. Income generation (Forbes 1998; Harrison and Sexton 2004; Productivity Commission 2010; Tucker 2010; 
Tucker and Parker 2013). 
4. Communication (Bhardwaj and Vuyyuri 2005; Doherty and Hoye 2011; Widmer 1993).  
5. Strategic planning (Bhardwaj and Vuyyuri 2005; Brown 2005; Brown and Iverson 2004; Forbes 1998; 
Green and Griesinger 1996; Herman and Renz 2002; Jackson and Holland 1998; Langabeer and Galeener 2007; 
Tucker and Parker 2013; Willems, Huybrechts, Jegers, Weijters, Vantibborgh, Didee and Pepermans 2012).  
6. Meet legal obligations (Productivity Commission 2010).  
7. Oversee asset management. 

 Having identified the main areas of responsibility for an NPO board, it was then possible to identify the 
competencies and personal attributes, collectively referred to as factors, required by the individual board 
members to carry out these responsibilities. Three main competencies were identified: 

1. Management skills (Cornforth 2001; Forbes 1998; Green and Griesinger 1996; Langabeer and Galeener 
2007; McDonagh 2006; Nicholson, Newton and McGregor-Lowndes 2012; Parker 2007; Schjoedt and Kraus 
2009; Thach and Thompson 2007; Tucker and Parker 2013; Willems, Huybrechts, Jegers, Weijters, 
Vantibborgh, Didee and Pepermans 2012). 
2. Management experience (Brown 2007; Nafukho 2007; Schjoedt and Kraus 2009; Thach and Thompson 
2007). 
3. Relevant knowledge (Brown 2007; Nafukho 2007; Schjoedt and Kraus 2009; Thach and Thompson 2007). 

In addition to these competencies three personal attributes were identified: 

1. Commitment to the organisation (Allen and Meyer 1996; Cornforth 2001; Doherty and Hoye 2011; Preston 
and Brown 2004). 
2. Age (Glisky 2007). 
3. Resistance to change (Block 2004; Griesmann 2012; Jewell 2013; Taysir and Taysir 2012). 

 The review of the literature found no references in the nonprofit literature to studies which investigated 
the effect of aging on an individual’s ability to perform management functions. However, medical literature 
supports the view that higher order cognitive functions, such as decision making and problem solving, may be 
affected by age (Glisky 2007). This finding has implications for the competency of elderly board members. 
Resistance to change, which is also referred to as “iced innovation”, has recently been identified as a cause of 
NPO failures (Griesmann 2012; Jewell 2013).  

 A review of the relevant literature led to the identification of a framework of elements and sub-
elements associated with the six primary factors. This framework determined the structure of the heuristic model 
which is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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5.2.  Quantifying the Factors  

Techniques for quantifying the identified factors were developed using subjective, qualitative techniques 
based on findings in the literature. A self-administered survey was used to collect the data required to quantify 
the factors. For most factors the level of deficiency was measured by formulating one or more questions which 
were designed to measure some aspect of the factor. A 5 point Likert-type scale ranging from 0 to 4 was used to 
record responses which were divided by the maximum possible response of 4 to produce a deficiency ratio lying 
between 0 and 1. Throughout the heuristic model development process whenever deficiency ratios were 
aggregated the average was taken to return to a range of 0 to 1. 

5.3.  Building the Heuristic Model  

There are many general heuristic modelling techniques available. The one selected as being most suitable for 
this study was the technique known as simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt and Vecchi 1983). To apply this 
technique, assumptions are made to simplify a complex problem so that a model can be developed that will 
provide an initial solution. From the initial solution, small refinements are made to the model to produce new 
solutions which are plotted to determine the direction in which they are heading. If the new solution is better 
than the previous one it is accepted and the process continues. If a new solution is worse, it is not immediately 
rejected as a local maximum or minimum may have been encountered. The process usually continues until the 
plotted solution path indicates that the model has reached an optimal state. 

  The heuristic model development process began by developing an initial form of the model from which 
an initial solution could be obtained. It was assumed that the dependent variable, individual management 
deficiency, is a function of the independent variables, which are the identified factors. The relationship between 
the independent variables is not known, therefore a possible relationship needed to be selected for the initial 
form of the model. Heuristic methodology seeks to simplify a complex problem as much as possible so that a 
feasible, initial solution can be found. Therefore complex, higher order relationships were not considered. 
Instead it was assumed that an additive or linear functional relationship exists between the independent 
variables. With an assumption of linearity the individual management deficiency equation can be written as: 

  d = α! + α! f! + α! f! + α! f! + α! f! + α! f!  + α! f!    where 

d = individual management deficiency 

f!   = skills factor  f!   = experience factor f! = knowledge factor  

f!   = commitment factor f!   = age factor   f!   = resistance to change factor 

α! is a constant  α! = factor coefficients ( i = 1, 2, ...6) 

 The constant term, α! , represents the survey response bias error for the respondent. When data is 
collected using a self-administered survey, response bias is a legitimate aspect of the variable being measured 
(Paulhus 1991). Therefore, the level of response bias needed to be estimated and an adjustment made to the 
results obtained to compensate for its effect.  As the data required to estimate response bias was not available 
until a later stage in the model development process, the constant term,  α!, remained unknown for the initial 
form of the model. The coefficients, α! , of each independent variable are also unknown but if each factor is 
equally important in determining the level of individual management deficiency then the coefficients of the 
independent variables would be 1. Under this assumption the initial form of the individual management 
deficiency equation became: 

  d =  α! + 1 6   ( f! +  f! +  f! +  f! +  f! + f!) 

 A similar approach was adopted for defining the initial relationship between the factors and their 
elements and between the elements and their sub-elements, where appropriate, according the model structure 
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illustrated in Figure 1. The overall measurement of management deficiency for the board, D, was defined to be 
the average of the individual management deficiency measurements, d. That is: 

 n)d...d(dD n21 ÷+++=   or D = 1 n ∑
=

n

1

d
i

i  

 where n = the number of board members 

5.4.  Obtaining an Initial Solution 

Having made a number of assumptions to simplify the problem and develop an initial form for the model, 
the next step in the simulated annealing process was to obtain an initial solution. A pilot study was conducted to 
collect data from a sample of six board members of an NPO. The data was entered into a data analysis 
spreadsheet which was designed to convert the initial responses into deficiency ratios and enter the ratios into 
the model’s equations. For each board member, the model produced measurements of deficiency in each factor. 
It then calculated the level of management deficiency for each board member and the board. 

For the results produced by the model to be meaningful they must lie within the expected range from 0 to 1 
or 0% to 100% deficiency. For the results to be acceptable they should not be extreme (all lying close to the 
extremities of the range of possible values) and variation in individual deficiency ratios should be evident. The 
initial form of the model produced individual deficiency measurements ranging from 21% to 50%. Following 
the definitions above, the results obtained were meaningful and acceptable in terms of their absolute value and 
range. They also demonstrated that the model, even in its initial form, was able to differentiate between the level 
of deficiency in individual competencies and personal attributes of the board members. The full set of results 
demonstrated that the model does provide an assessment of individual board member strengths and weaknesses 
across a wide range of factors. Therefore, it was established that the model produced a satisfactory initial 
solution. 

5.5.  Refining the Model 

The simulated annealing process required small refinements to be made to the heuristic model and the new 
solutions tracked to determine the direction in which they were heading. The first refinement was to estimate the 
level of survey response bias. 

Initial Estimate of Survey Response Bias.  Paulhus (1991) claimed that an estimate of response bias can be 
obtained by establishing the distribution of the raw scores obtained from a sample and comparing this 
distribution with the expected distribution of the population. This approach was adopted to obtain an initial 
estimate of survey response bias. The population of individual deficiency measurements was assumed to have a 
mean of 50% deficiency or 0.5. Effectively, the assumption being made here is that an average NPO board 
member is equally balanced between being deficient in some personal attributes and areas of competency and 
efficient in other areas. This mean was compared with the mean of the individual deficiency measurements 
derived from the sample used in the pilot test. Using the sample mean as an estimate of the population mean, the 
difference between the two means would represent an estimate of the level of survey response bias as illustrated 
below: 

 Sample mean =  0.351. 

 Estimate of the population mean =  0.5  

 Estimated Survey Response Bias = 0.5 – 0.351 

          = 0.149 

As this result is a preliminary estimate based on a small sample, the result was rounded down to 0.1. The 
equation for individual management deficiency became: 

  d =  0.1 + 1 6   ( f! +  f! +  f! +  f! +  f! + f!) 
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 where d = individual management deficiency and f!   are the factors 

Estimating survey response bias represented the first refinement to the heuristic model and the start of the 
simulated annealing solution tracking process.  

Estimating the Coefficients of the Independent Variables.  In the initial form of the model the coefficients 
of each independent variable in the set of equations that comprise the model were assumed to be 1. Taking each 
of the model’s equations in turn, the literature was searched for research findings that enabled the independent 
variables to be ranked in order of their importance in determining the value of the dependent variable. The 
independent variables were then given weights according to the reverse order of their ranking (Nooriafshar and 
Vibert 2012). The weighting process is illustrated in Table1. 

Table1. Ranking and Weighting the Individual Management Deficiency Factors 
 

Factor Ranking Weight 

Skills 1  6 

Experience 2 5 

Knowledge 3 = 3.5 

Commitment 3 = 3.5 

Age 5 = 1.5 

Resistance to Change 5 = 1.5 
 

The weights allocated to the six factors became estimates of their coefficients in the individual management 
deficiency equation. The model was then refined to include these coefficients and the equation for individual 
management deficiency became: 

 d = 0.1 +  1 21 ( 6f! +   5f! +   3.5f! +   3.5f! + 1.5  f! +   1.5 f! )  or 

 d = 0.1 +  0.286 f! +   0.238  f! +   0.167  f! +   0.167  f! + 0.071  f! +   0.071   f! 

The same refinement process outlined above was applied to each of the model’s equations in turn which 
represented in total a series of seven refinements carried out on the model. 

5.6.  Tracking New Solutions: Refinements 1 to 7 

Following the simulated annealing process, each refinement to the model generated a new solution to the 
measurement of management deficiency for the board which was tracked to determine whether the new 
solutions were following a path. The solution path for overall board management deficiency that resulted from 
the seven refinements to the model is illustrated in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. The Solution Path: Board Management Deficiency, Refinements 1 to 7 

It was evident from Figure 2 that the new solutions obtained from refinements to the model had followed a clear 

solution path and the model had reached an optimal state. 

5.7.  Validation and Reliability 

As this study represented a new field for the application of simulated annealing heuristic methodology there was 
no established procedure to follow for validating the results. A new procedure was developed which attempted 
to establish that there was an alignment of the model results with an assessment of individual management 
deficiency obtained by a management performance rating technique. The data required for the model validation 
was collected from the board members of a random sample of 15 NPOs run entirely by volunteers from whom 
50 completed surveys were returned. Each survey had two sections. The first section collected the data required 
for the heuristic model. The second section collected the individual performance ratings data for the members of 
that board. In this second section, each respondent was asked to rate the overall management performance of the 
other board members and themselves on an 11 point Likert-type scale from 0 to 10 where 0 represented 
“extremely poor performance in all areas” and 10 represented “extremely good performance in all areas”. For 
each board member an average management performance rating was calculated from the individual ratings 
which were then converted into deficiency ratios using the process illustrated below: 

 Rating deficiency ratio = 1 - ( average performance rating ÷ 10 ) 

For example, if a respondent received an average performance rating of 6.25, their rating deficiency ratio would 
be given by: 

Rating deficiency ratio = 1 - ( 6.25 ÷ 10 ) 
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Paired observations were obtained from the sample of 50 respondents which consisted of a model individual 
management deficiency ratio and a rating individual management deficiency ratio. The paired observations were 
subjected to two forms of statistical analysis. 

 T-test for the Significance of the Difference between Two Means. The t-test was used to test the significance 
of the difference between the mean of the individual management deficiency ratios produced by the heuristic 
model and the mean of the ratios produced by the individual performance ratings. Letting µμ! and µμ! be the 
means of the individual management deficiency ratios determined by the heuristic model and the performance 
ratings, respectively, the null hypothesis,  µμ! = µμ!, was tested at the 95% confidence level which gave a critical 
region of  t < -1.960 and t > 1.960 . The value of t was calculated to be 0.794 which does not lie in the critical 
region. Therefore the null hypothesis was not rejected and it was concluded that there is no significant 
difference between the two means.  

The Sign Test. The statistical analysis carried out in the previous section was based on two means and 
variances. In this section a different statistical analysis was carried out using the average model deficiency ratios 
and the average performance rating deficiency ratios obtained for each of the 15 organisations in the sample. As 
the sample size was small (n=15) and the data was subjective in nature, it was appropriate to use a non-
parametric analysis. The sign test was used to test the null hypothesis µμ! = µμ! against the alternative µμ! ≠ µμ! 
where µμ! is the mean of the individual management deficiency ratios obtained from the heuristic model and µμ! 
is the mean of the deficiency ratios obtained from the performance ratings. For a critical region R < 4 
corresponding to a 96% confidence level, the value of r obtained was 7 which is not in the critical region. 
Therefore the null hypothesis was not rejected and it was concluded that there is no significant difference 
between the two means. This finding was derived from a random sample of 15 NPAs which is considered to be 
an adequate sample size for the non-parametric analysis carried out. 

The results of the two statistical analyses carried out demonstrate that there is an alignment of the results 
produced by the heuristic model and the results derived from the individual performance ratings which 
effectively validates the results produced by the model. Therefore, it can be claimed, with a high level of 
confidence, that the heuristic model does produce reliable results. 

5.8.  Revising the Estimate of Survey Response Bias 

The refinements made to the heuristic model and the information collected from the sample of board members 
made it possible to refine the estimate of survey response bias to produce more reliable results. This refinement 
followed a different technique to that used for the initial estimate. It was assumed that responses to the questions 
measuring age and management experience, which are objective in nature, would be free of the main sources of 
bias and that the level of response bias was uniform across the remaining four factors. It was again assumed that 
the population of individual deficiency measurements has a mean of 50% or 0.5. The equation for measuring 
individual management deficiency, with the response bias term removed, was previously estimated to be: 

 d =  0.286 f! +   0.238  f! +   0.167  f! +   0.167  f! + 0.071  f! +   0.071   f!  

where d = individual management deficiency 

  f!   = skills factor   f!   = commitment factor 

  f!   = experience factor  f!   = age factor 

  f! = knowledge factor  f!   = resistance to change factor 

  and  0 ≤ f! ≤ 1  for   i = 1,2, … 5 

A bias variable, x, was added to the skills, knowledge, commitment and resistance to change factors to give the 
equation shown below: 

d = 0.286(f! + x) + 0.238  f! + 0.167 f! + x + 0.167 f! + x   + 0.071(f! + x  ) +0.071 f! 
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The sample provided 50 assessments of management deficiency in each of the six factors from which the 
average deficiency measurement was calculated. These averages were substituted into the equation above with d 
= 0.5 and the resulting equation was solved to give   x = 0.239  which is the estimate of the average level of 
response bias across the four factors: skills, knowledge, commitment and resistance to change. This value was 
substituted back into the equation: 

d = 0.286(f! + x) + 0.238  f! + 0.167 f! + x + 0.167 f! + x   + 0.071(f! + x  )   + 0.071 f! 

to give: 

d = 0.165 +  0.286 f! + 0.238  f! + 0.167  f! +   0.167  f! + 0.071  f! + 0.071   f! 

The above equation, which defines the relationship between individual management deficiency and the primary 
factors, is the main component of the heuristic model. The constant term, 0.165, represents the revised estimate 
of average survey response bias. 

 

6. Findings 

Thorough testing and validating of the results obtained have established that the heuristic model developed in 
this study does produce an acceptable, approximate solution to the measurement of management deficiency in 
NPOs run entirely by volunteers. A summary of the results produced by the model for an NPO board is provided 
in Table 2.  

Table2. Results Produced by the Refined Model for Six NPO Board Members 
 

 Respondent Deficiency Ratios 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average 

Age 0.50 0 0.75 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.33 

Resistance to Change 0.17 0.33 0.42 0.17 0.33 0.08 0.25 

Commitment 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.25 0.29 

Skills 0.15 0.39 0.45 0.23 0.45 0.37 0.34 

Experience 0.25 0.50 0.67 0.17 0.42 0.83 0.47 

Knowledge 0.03 0.65 0.28 0.33 0.35 0.80 0.40 

Individual Deficiency* 0.35 0.59 0.64 0.41 0.55 0.67  

Board Deficiency* *Includes an estimate of 0.165 for response bias 0.54 

 

From the detailed assessment of individual management strengths and weaknesses produced by the model for 
the sample of 50 board members, a general profile of the board of volunteer-only NPOs emerged. The findings 
indicate that the competencies required to manage the affairs of the organisation are concentrated in one or two 
board members. The evidence suggests that, within an NPO board, some members have a high level of 
management deficiency but this weakness is compensated for by one or two competent individuals serving on 
that board who have a low level of management deficiency. A key finding of this study is that management 
experience and relevant knowledge had a relatively low level of deficiency which makes experience and 
knowledge a strength of volunteer-only board members. The evidence suggests that, in general, the experience 
gained from years of serving on the board, combined with the accumulated knowledge of the organisation’s 
norms and management processes, forms the means by which the organisation is governed. 
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The results have provided evidence that the most important competencies for a board member to possess are 
management skills, management experience and relevant knowledge. Deficiency in each of these factors has 
a strong, positive correlation (r = 0.8) with management deficiency. The implication of this finding is that 
deficiency in these areas of competency would have a significant impact on the management performance of 
the individual and the board as a whole. It was also found that commitment to the association (r = 0.6), 
financial analysis skills (r = 0.4) and social skills (r = 0.4) are directly related to management performance. 
A moderate level of correlation was found to exist between deficiency in each of these factors and individual 
management deficiency. Another important finding was that a positive association exists between age and 
nonprofit management performance (r = 0.4) with the level of individual management deficiency increasing 
as age increases beyond 65 years. 

 
7. Conclusions 

 
• The heuristic model produced an acceptable, approximate solution to the measurement of individual 

management deficiency in NPO board members. 
• The main competencies an NPO board member should possess are: management skills, management 

experience, relevant knowledge and commitment to the organisation. Deficiency in any of these factors 
will have a direct effect on individual and board management deficiency. 

• There is a positive relationship between age and management performance with the level of individual 
management deficiency increasing as age increases beyond 65 years. 

• In general, the experience gained from years of serving on the board, combined with the accumulated 
knowledge of the organisation’s norms and management processes, forms the means by which the 
organisation is managed.  
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